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Problem Statement
beMatrix invites BSU students to evolve the concept of exhibit design by designing an 
exhibit for the assigned company in two configurations. One design will be a 20x30 
island that reconfigures to a 10x30 inline. The exhibit should be a safe and functional 
space that emphasizes: learning, networking, marketing, sales, entertainment, and 
beauty.
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Guidelines
Part 1:
•Develop a 20’x30’ tradeshow exhibit experience to accommadate target attendees
•Maximum height of 20’
•Must be a single story design
•Island configuration
•Use standard beMatrix products for at least 70% 
•A maximum of 30% of the exhibit can be custom
•Reception/Customer service desk
•Storage room
•Conference area (open or private)
•At least one display screen/monitor
•Large fabric 

Part 2:
•Develop a 10’x30’ tradeshow exhibit experience to accommadate target attendees
•Maximum height of 8’
•Must reconfigure frames used in the 20’x30’ design
•Use standard beMatrix products for at least 70% 
•A maximum of 30% of the exhibit can be custom
•Reception/Customer service desk
•Storage room
•At least one display TV

Estimate client cost:
•Calculate within 10% of the total cost of crates
•Calculate within 10% of how much labor will cost
•Calculate within 10% of how much graphics will cost
•Estimate within 10% of how much frames&hardware will cost
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Client
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Research
Nutri-Grain Breakfast Bar Story:

•Modern morning can be hectic and hurried. You need to fuel up with a cereal bar that 
gets you humming along the way from the very start. When there’s no time for a sit-
down breakfast, Nutri-Grain gives you the fuel you need fast.

•Our cereal bars come in six tasty varieties, so we’re sure there’s something you’ll love. 
After all, we know a lot about wholesome breakfast bars- we’ve been making them for 
more than 20 years.

•So start your day with a bar made with the goodness of whole grains and the 
delicious taste of real fruit from Kellogg’s, the breakfast experts!
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The Vision, The Message
The Vision:
This vision is to create a place where 15-50 year olds can get energy with Nutri-Grain 
breakfast bars. To feel that if they eat this breakfast bar they will feel they have more 
energy because they currently aren’t having a traditional breakfast. A traditional 
breakfast is a sit-down breakfast typically lasting 1 hour with food such as eggs, toast, 
and orange juice. 

Based on this information I concluded three message concepts:
1. Experience life with a healthy breakfast
2. Fuel up
3. Not your traditional breakfast

Finalized Message:
Fuel up
This is a tagline that Nutri-Grain currently uses and what is meant by is it’s a healthy 
way to get energy in the morning.
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Inspiration
Products that people associate with energy: 
Power bars, 5 hour energy, Red Bull, Monster

What people associate with healthy: 
Grains, fruits, vitamin water, Herbalife, protein shakes

Colors and their meaning: 
Red: Energy, action, strength
Blue: Symbolized benefits to the mind and body, reliable, responsible (20 years of 
business)
*Red and blue are Nutri-Grains branding colors

Structure:
Professional and clean (20 years of business)
Natural materials (Made with real fruits and grains)
Geometric (Simple, quick, on the go)
Elements: simplistic, (Modern lives are fast paced)

Marketing ploy:
•They want to feel like it is for everyone
•Healthy
•Delicious taste
•Established business because they have been around for 20 years

Design style:
•“Minimalist Modern” style is by its name illustrates the simplified forms
•Frank Lloyd Wright Schroder house structure style
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Gotham HTF Bold Italic

Gotham HTF Book

Gotham HTF Medium

Gotham HTF Bold

Tamil MN Regular

Color & Type
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Pre-show Mailer
Get involved before the Trade Show even happens!

What’s your definition of “Fuel up”?

Take a picture of how you “Fuel up”. Submit to Nutrigrain.com/fuelup. These images will be 
printed and incorporated in the exhibit. Join us at booth No. 1225 & 1120 and win a prize if you 
see your picture in the exhibit!
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Front Back

2.75”

4”

Pre-show Mailer
Get involved before the Trade Show even happens!

What’s your definition of “Fuel up”?

Take a picture of how you “Fuel up”. Submit to Nutrigrain.com/fuelup. These images will be 
printed and incorporated in the exhibit. Join us at booth No. 1225 & 1120 and win a prize if you 
see your picture posted!

2.75”

4”
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Giveaway
The pre-show mailer coorilates with the giveaway for the Nutri-Grain exhibit. If the people who 
submitted their photos are printed and put into the exhibit, they will win a $50 Gift Card on all 

Nutri-Grain products.
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Giveaway
The pre-show mailer coorilates with the giveaway for the Nutri-Grain exhibit. If the people who 
submitted their photos are printed and put into the exhibit, they will win a $50 Gift Card on all 
Nutri-Grain products.

Front Back

3.375”
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3.375”
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20’30’ Island Exhibit
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Floorplan
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b62 frame system
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b62 frame system
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Dimensions
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Front Right View



The hanging sign is used for 
primary graphic hierarchy. It is 
seen 50-100 ft. away. This is used 
for the Companies identity and 
tagline. Fuel up is the tagline and 
is on two of the four sides. The 
Nutri-Grain logo is on the other 
two sides. 

Connected to the semi-private 
conference area is a storage room 
where marketing collateral and 
miscellaneous items will be stored. 
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Front Left View



Two kiosk areas with ipads to 
collect information from existing 
and future clients. This is also used 
to gather information regarding 
the pre-show mailer images.
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Back Right View



This is a Fuel up station! This is 
where people get  fueled up for 
the day! There are Nutri-Grain 
breakfast bars and coffee.

The reception counter is a main 
destination point for attendees 
to go to. This accommodates 1 
receptionist at all times. There 
are custom storage doors for a 
manditory storage are.
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Back Left View



There are numerous wires that are 
hanging from the ceiling. These 
are used to hang the pictures that 
are submitted for the pre show 
mailer. These pictures represent 
how people “fuel up”.

This is the LED Screen where 
images, information about 
Nutri-Grain, and videos will be 
displayed. 
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Front Right View



This semi-private conference area 
is a place where up to four people 
can fit at once, it offers counter 
space for laptops and an area for 
staff to showcase and present the 
products and services.

This is a wall graphic that includes 
information about the Nutri-
Grain breakfast bar benefits and 
nutritional information.
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Estimated Cost
Total Crate Cost:
$1,800.00 x 4=$7,200.00

*Labor Cost:
Install= $7,875.00 Dismantle: $3,375.00 
75 hours x $150=$11,250.00

*Graphics Cost: 
Fabric Graphic = 2,200 Sq. Ft. x $15 = $33,000.34

Estimate Frame and Hardware Cost: 
Total frame cost= $35,100.00
Total Hardware cost= $7,020.00
Total frame cost + total hardware cost = $42,120.00

Custom elements: 
*Hanging Signs: $1,920.00 (included in graphic cost)
LED Screen: $1,400.00

Cort Furniture:
Chairs: High Back Dining Chair: $300.00 x 4 = $1,200.00
Table: G20 Rectangle Cafe Table: $1,000.00

Total Cost: 
$100,770.34
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10’30’ Inline Exhibit
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Floorplan
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b62 frame system



b62 frame system
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Front View
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Dimensions
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Front View
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The reception counter is a main 
destination point for attendees 
to go to. This accommodates 1 
receptionist at all times. There 
are custom storage doors for a 
manditory storage are.

This is a wall graphic that includes 
information about the Nutri-
Grain breakfast bar benefits and 
nutritional information.
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Left Side View
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This is a storage room where 
marketing collateral and 
miscellaneous items will be stored.
This is one of two enterance 
points, the other is located on the 
opposite side.

 

This semi-private conference area 
is a place where up to four people 
can fit at once, it offers counter 
space for laptops and an area for 
staff to showcase and present the 
products and services.
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Right Side View
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This is the LED Screen where 
images, information about 
Nutri-Grain, and videos will be 
displayed. Also, This will be used 
for the preshow mailer “fuel up”  
picture submissions.

This is a Fuel up station! This is 
where people get  fueled up for 
the day! There are Nutri-Grain 
breakfast bars and coffee.
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Estimated Cost
Total Crate Cost:
$1,800.00 x 3=$5,400.00

*Labor Cost:
Install= $3,937.50 Dismantle: $1,687.50
37.5 hours x $150= $5,625.00

*Graphics Cost: 
Fabric Graphic =  707.56 Sq. Ft. x $15 = $10,613.34

Estimate Frame and Hardware Cost: 
Total frame cost= $27,950.00
Total Hardware cost= $5,590.00
Total frame cost + total hardware cost = $33,540.00

Custom elements: 
LED Screen: $1,400.00

Cort Furniture:
Chairs: High Back Dining Chair: $300.00 x 4 = $1,200.00
Table: G20 Rectangle Cafe Table: $1,000.00

Total Cost: 
$58,778.34
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For card balance inquiries and last transaction date call 1-800-356-2315

Overall
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Thank you!


